Automatic detection of the QRS complex on electrocardiogram (ECG) is used on cardiac ultrasound scanners to separate ultrasound image series into cardiac cycles for playback and storage. On small hand-held scanners it is unpractical to connect ECG cables. We therefore aim to do automatic cardiac cycle separation using apical B-mode ultrasound images.
Introduction
Recently, ultrasound scanners for imaging of the heart have been reduced further in size from laptop scanners to hand-held scanners and even pocket-sized scanners. Despite the small size of a pocketsized scanner, it can still allow accurate qualitative assessment of left ventricular dimensions and function. 1, 2 On the smaller scanners it is inconvenient to connect electrocardiogram (ECG) cables. Automatic detection of the QRS complex on ECG is used on most cardiac ultrasound scanners to detect end-diastole and separate recorded ultrasound data into cardiac cycles for playback and storage. Without ECG, detection of the start and length of the cardiac cycle must be achieved by other measures.
Previous research on cardiac cycle identification without ECG has mainly been within reconstructed three-dimensional foetal cardiac ultrasound. Foetal heart rates are higher than adult heart rates, the field of view is smaller and respiration artefacts are less problematic. This enables long recordings spanning many cardiac cycles. On the basis of the presence of many cardiac cycles, Fourier analysis of the B-mode pixel intensities has been tried as a means to detect the fundamental frequency of cardiac motion and thus the average heart rate. 3 The spatio-temporal image correlation technique 4,5 is a commercial alternative for reconstructing three-dimensional foetal volumes based on a long sequence of swept two-dimensional scans. Such methods are less feasible for adult two-dimensional echocardiography as one or a few cardiac cycles are sufficient and respiration artefacts limit the use of long sequences. Cardiac cycle detection by tissue Doppler recorded simultaneously with the B-mode data have also been reported. 6 For a hand-held device, it is beneficial that the limited acquisition resources are used for recording high-quality B-mode images. Thus, cardiac cycle detection should preferably be done using the B-mode image sequence only. A single cardiac cycle is defined either by two consecutive cardiac cycle start estimates, or by one cardiac cycle start estimate and one cardiac cycle length estimate. The mitral annulus of the heart has a cyclic motion to and from the apex during the cardiac cycle. Several approaches have been tried for automated and automatic quantification of mitral annulus motion, both based on speckle tracking 7, 8 and based on combinations with tissue Doppler imaging. 9 We aim to detect cardiac cycles using B-mode image sequences only and study the feasibility of this novel approach. First we estimate cardiac cycle length and then cardiac cycle start. Cycle length estimation is easier as it is not dependent on detecting any specific event, but rather the repetition of any event. To perform cycle length estimation we use cyclicity analysis of B-mode intensities. To estimate cardiac cycle start, we do speckle tracking of a point near the mitral annulus and analysis of the resulting displacement curve. Both algorithms run automatically.
Methods

Description of algorithm for cycle length estimation
An overview of the automatic cardiac cycle separation system is provided in Figure 1 . It consists of two parts: one algorithm to measure cardiac cycle length and one algorithm to calculate cardiac cycle start. The cardiac cycle length is calculated from the cyclic variation in B-mode intensities throughout the recording. The relation between this variation and ECG is illustrated in the top panel of Figure 2 . To estimate cycle length, the lower 80% of B-mode image frames are partitioned into 20 regions of interest (ROIs; Figure 3 ).
For each ROI and all frames, the mean B-mode intensity is calculated, resulting in a intensity/time curve. A second order polynomial is fitted to the curve and then subtracted to remove variation spanning several cardiac cycles. Then the differentiated intensity curve of length T seconds is calculated. A section of T t seconds at the start of the curve is used as a template and fitted to curve by a sum of absolute differences (SAD) algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The minimum of the SAD function represents the location at which the shape of the intensity curve has repeated. This determines the cycle length estimate for the ROI. The algorithm assumes that there are no multiple peaks in the SAD function. By selecting T t . T/3, the SAD function will have one peak only. The algorithm introduces some limitations on the detectable cycle length, T c . The minimum T c is limited by the template length, T c . T t . T/3. As the whole template must fit within the input curve, the maximum cycle length is limited as T c , T 2 T t , 2T/3. It has been chosen to use T ¼ 2.0 s, which implies T t ¼ 0.67 s. The upper and lower bounds on cycle length then becomes 1.33 s 45 bpm and 0.67 s (90 bpm), respectively. The SAD function gets a length of 0.66 s (1.33 2 0.67 s).
The cardiac cycle length of the recording is now found as the median of cycle lengths from all the ROIs. The number of cycle length estimates that are ,50 ms different from the median is used as a confidence measure. If ,8 of the 20 estimates are within this limit, the process is repeated up to two more times by restarting the SAD algorithm 200 ms later. If still ,8 of the 20 cycle length estimates are within the limit, all further processing on this test case is stopped.
Description of algorithm for cycle start estimation
The algorithm for cardiac cycle start estimation consists of two components: model constrained speckle tracking of a point near the mitral annulus and rule constrained curve analysis of the displacement curve generated by the speckle tracker.
For the speckle tracking to be automatically initialized and constrained correctly, the left ventricle (LV) is segmented in real-time. To do this, a deformable non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) curve 10 is fitted to apical B-mode data using an extended Kalman filter framework. 11 The filter is parameterized by pose parameters and positions of control points. The cubic NURBS model had 15 nodes, 3 static, and 12 dynamic. Model fitting is done by a combination of edge detection and block matching. Edge measurements are conducted in the contour normal direction. In total, 128 edge points are distributed around the NURBS contour. At each point, the algorithm searches for an intensity transition by strongest gradient criteria along a normal to the NURBS curve in this point. For block matching, 69 kernels on the NURBS model are selected. These points are Figure 1 Flow diagram illustrating the overall structure of the proposed cardiac cycle separation system. The left part is the cycle length estimator, applying sum of absolute differences (SAD) on intensity curves extracted from the image. The right part is the cycle start estimator, using parametric model fitting, the cycle length estimate, and the GETA system to estimate cycle start.
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tracked using SAD block matching. The normal component of the displacement vector between consecutive frames is used as a measurement in a same manner as for edge detection. The use of block matching is not strictly necessary, but adds to the robustness of the model fitting.
On the basis of the model fitting, a location 3 mm exterior to the left side of the model base is chosen for the SAD speckle tracker. Around this position in a 4 × 4 mm region, 36 speckle tracking kernels are positioned. Each kernel has a size of 5 × 5 mm and is applied over a search window of 8 × 9 mm. This is illustrated in Figure 4 . A correlation weighted average of estimates from all the speckle tracking kernels is calculated. To prevent drift, the maximum average movement of the kernels between frames is restricted by the model positions. For each ultrasound frame, the distance from the tracked location to the probe surface is calculated. Thus a displacement/time curve is generated. As the model needs some time to converge, the first 230 ms of the resulting displacement curves are discarded.
The displacement curve is processed by a waveform analysis algorithm termed the Generic Echocardiographic Timing Algorithm (GETA). This algorithm can be used for temporal segmentation of for instance velocity curves, displacement, strain, strain rate, area, and volume curves. In this study, GETA is used to determine whether the curve has the shape expected for LV mitral annulus displacement curves. If it does, GETA is also used to estimate the time point of cardiac cycle start corresponding to QRS on ECG. A typical example displacement curve is shown in Figure 5 .
The GETA algorithm starts by normalizing the curve values to align the curve around the zero-axis. Then, the intervals of the curve with positive and negative values exceeding a threshold are detected, as shown in Figure 6 . Intervals with values above the positive threshold are annotated 'P', and intervals with values below the negative threshold are annotated 'N'. On the basis of this temporal segmentation and annotation, a curve signature is generated. The signature is defined as the set of letters describing the sequence of positive and negative intervals of the curve. This signature is then looked up in a Echocardiography without ECG database of known signatures for this type of curves. The database contains signatures generated using a training set, which should preferably span all expected curve shapes. If a signature is not found in the database, the curve is assumed to be of too low-quality for meaningful automatic analysis. The signatures in the database have labels defining which part of the cardiac cycle each letter in the signatures represents. Using this information, local labelled maxima and minima of the curve can be found. For some signatures in the database, additional constraints are placed on the signatures ensuring that the distance between letters representing the same part of cardiac cycle are within the cycle lengths (heart rates) expected. The prior estimated cardiac cycle length is used as an input to these constraints.
It is common to use the QRS complex in the ECG-signal as the cycle start marker for ultrasound cineloops. By investigating the displacement curves, the QRS event is close to the time instance before ejection, where the atrioventricular (AV) plane is at the greatest distance from the probe. Unfortunately, it is not uncommon to see multiple peaks in the displacement curves, directly before the ejection period. This can also be seen in Figure 5 . In accepted normalized curves, the latest occurring negative displacement peak before an ejection period is chosen as the cycle start estimate. This will be further discussed in section 'Algorithm design choices'. Some example signatures and illustrations of the detected cycle start points are provided in the Results section.
System for validation of algorithms
In a real-world application of the described algorithms, the algorithms would get a series of B-mode images of predetermined length as input. The cycle length algorithm requires 2.0 s of intensity curves to cover the supported heart ranges. The cycle start algorithm requires longer input sequences, as a certain feature has to repeat twice during AV plane tracking. At heart rates as low as 45 bpm (cycle length 1.3 s), image series with length at least 2.6 s must be in Figure 4 Illustration of the sum of absolute differences (SAD) procedure for atrioventricular plane displacement tracking in an apical fourchamber view. A point in the myocardium is initially positioned 3 mm exterior to the parametric model. In a 4 × 4 mm region around this point, 36 kernels are tracked using SAD fit of a 5 × 5 mm kernel window inside a 8 × 9 mm search window. The corresponding displacement vectors from the 36 kernel points are merged and used to calculate the displacement of the tracking point. memory. Additionally, the model fitting needs 230 ms to converge. The input to the algorithm is therefore a series of B-mode images of length 2.83 s. In practical use, such series can start at any time point during the cardiac cycle. Model fitting and speckle tracking were performed by a standalone in-house developed software application on each test case recording. Resulting displacement and B-mode intensity curves were imported to Matlab (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) for further processing. After processing on each test case, the differences of the resulting estimates from corresponding values by ECG were calculated. For the cycle start estimate, the closest occurring ECG cycle start point was used as the reference. For the cycle length estimate, the length of the ECG cycle closest to the start point of the SAD analysis was used as the reference.
Evaluation
The recordings used for the validation sets and the training set each originally contained ultrasound B-mode data from three cardiac cycles. To emulate the 2.83 s series of images starting at all possible time points in the cardiac cycle, the end and the start of the recordings were joined to emulate a never-ending recording. This may introduce a small discontinuity due to breathing or transducer motion, but we did not find this to introduce problems for the algorithm. In the real world, this will not occur. Then, for each recording, separate new test case recordings each containing 2.83 s sequences of image data and starting at each of the frames in the original first cardiac cycle were generated and used for tuning and validation of the algorithm.
The parameters and rules of the described algorithms were trained using a data set of 214 apical B-mode recordings. The algorithms were tuned to detect cycle lengths corresponding to heart rates ranging from 45 to 90 bpm. Only two of the recordings in the training set had heart rates outside this range. Validation of the performance of the algorithms against ECG cycle start and cycle length was performed in two other data sets of 315 apical recordings from 105 normal subjects (age 23-83, 55 female) and 63 apical recordings from 21 patients with pathology (age 50 -84, 15 female). Normal subjects were randomly chosen from the HUNT3 study database. 12 The subjects with pathology had myocardial infarction or heart failure and were included from several ongoing studies. All studies were approved by the regional ethics committee. Mean frame rate was 44 fps for the normal subjects and 51 for the pathology test set. Images were recorded using a M3S probe and a GE Vivid 7 scanner (GE Vingmed Ultrasound, Horten, Norway). The four-chamber (4CH), twochamber (2CH), and apical long-axis (Aplax) views from each subject were extracted. ECG QRS cycle start points were automatically detected by the ultrasound scanner, and stored during acquisition. To ensure reliable reference values for cycle length and cycle start, all ECG traces and cycle start points were manually reviewed. Only the recordings with fully consistent QRS detection from beat-to-beat were selected for further use. In the normal subject test set, 257 recordings were selected. An example recording which was discarded is shown in Figure 7 . Additionally, 24 recordings (10% of selected) had cycle lengths by ECG outside the range of heart rates supported by the algorithm, and were therefore not used. In the pathology test set, 52 recordings were selected based on QRS detection consistency. Among the selected recordings, six recordings (12%) were discarded because ECG heart rates were outside the supported range. Image quality was not reviewed, and thus no recordings were discarded based on image quality.
Results
After training, the GETA database contained 67 signatures with corresponding labels and constraints. For the normal subjects, totally, 9678 test cases were run. For the pathology test set, totally 2208 test cases were run. The results are summarized in Table 1 . Some example signatures and detected cycle start estimates are given in Figure 8 . The two upper curves show two successful cases with different signatures. The first curve on the second row in Figure 8 shows a failing case. This curve diverges from the expected cyclic pattern, and the signature is not recognized as a valid sequence by the GETA algorithm. The second curve on the second row shows a patient with left bundle branch block (LBBB) with significant paradoxical motion. In this case the detection of the cycle start point fails, although the cyclicity is retained. Time usage of model fitting and tracking was 6 ms for each frame of the recording on a standard laptop computer (1.17 GHz Dual Figure 6 Normalized displacement curve with thresholds (dotted lines) for defining positive (P) and negative (N) intervals of the curve. Taken together, the letters of the intervals constitute the signature 'NPNPNPN'. A database match for this signature was found. Corresponding labels in the database denoted that the two middle 'N' intervals would each include late filling and the start of ejection. Thus, the negative peak of these 'N' intervals will be a time point right after late filling and before ejection. Core, 2 GB ram). Thus, this part of the algorithm can be run in realtime concurrently with acquisition or replay of images. Time used for post-processing (cycle length estimation and curve analysis) in Matlab for each test case (all frames) was ,350 ms.
Discussion
Automatic detection of cardiac cycle length and cycle start near the QRS of the ECG is possible based on the B-mode only. The algorithm for cycle length estimation had high feasibility and good correspondence with ECG-based cycle lengths, especially on normal subjects. Cycle start estimation performed poorer, especially in cases with pathology. The majority of algorithm cycle start estimates occurred later in time than cycle start by ECG.
The higher robustness and accuracy of cycle length estimation compared with cycle start estimation in this study was expected. First, this is related to inherent difference between the two problems: it is easier to accurately detect the repetition of any event than to detect the accurate position of one single event. Secondly, the ECG reference values used are of different quality. Before processing, the data sets were selected to only include recordings with consistent ECG QRS detection. As cycle length estimates by ECG are based on the time difference between two ECG cycle start estimates, this selection clearly will improve the cycle length results. For cycle start, no corresponding selection was performed. Even if such a selection had been performed, still variation in cycle start estimates by ECG would have been expected as the temporal position of the QRS complex is dependent on ECG electrode positioning. Thirdly, accurate cycle start estimation relies on the ability of speckle tracking to follow the phases of the cardiac cycle. Often, it can be observed that the entire left atrium is not visible in the recording. This is common for recordings primarily focused on the LV. However, such shallow depth recordings cause problems for mitral annulus speckle tracking as the mitral annulus might move out of sector in some image frames. Thus, the part of the displacement curve representing the largest distance from probe might not be representative of mitral annulus motion. The results for both cycle length and cycle start are worse in the infarction material than in the normal material. There might be several causes for this. The greater variation in motion in pathological ventricles will most likely induce larger variation in both the intensity curves and the displacement curves than in the normal material. The displacement curves will then have a larger variety of signatures and it is therefore more likely that a given signature will not be found in the database. Cycle start estimation will then fail. Successful intensity-based cycle length estimation relies on many of the individual ROI cycle length estimates being close to the median cycle length. With less motion, or less synchronized motion, the number of ROI cycle length estimates being close to the median cycle length will be reduced. This will cause more test cases in the infarction material to be discarded due to the confidence measure than in the normal material.
The cycle length estimate described in this paper is independent of the cycle start estimate. Thus, even if cycle start estimation fails, the cycle length estimate can still be used. By only using the cycle length estimate, the user would get a series of images representing one cardiac cycle that can be continuously played back in a loop and saved. However, the first image of the series can originate from any time point in the cardiac cycle. The additional benefit of the cycle start estimate is mostly present when a series of images or a derived series of measurement values are to be compared with another series. An example of this could be synchronized playback of two recordings.
The computation time of the algorithm is fast enough to ensure that the operation of the algorithm can be transparent to the user. As model fitting and tracking can be run simultaneously with acquisition or playback, the data material is ready when the user presses a button to stop recording. At that time point, only cycle length estimation and the rule-based analysis of the displacement curve remains.
Algorithm design choices
The cycle length estimation algorithm introduces a relatively narrow heart rate range limitation (45-90 bpm). There were two reasons for choosing such a narrow interval in this article. The first concerns the uniqueness of the SAD minimum. If the input signal length T . 3 * T t , the SAD function may get multiple minima, as the template may fit in several cycles. The global SAD minimum will no longer be guaranteed to belong to the correct cycle and cannot be chosen directly. Shortening the input signal is intractable, as it would directly lower the upper bound on cycle length. Capabilities for handling multiple SAD minima would add further to the complexity of the described algorithm and the following discussion. Thus, to focus on the core functionality of the algorithm and the most common heart rates, the range limitation was decided for the described experiments. The other argument comes from the data set used during training of the algorithm. In that data set, only two recordings had heart rates by ECG outside the 45 -90 interval.
For cycle start estimation, the described algorithm consistently detects a time point occurring later than the QRS cycle start point detected using ECG. This is partly due to the choice of marker for the cycle start event. In the described algorithm, the time point of the latest occurring peak before ejection was used. The selection of this marker was done based on the experiments on the training set when tuning the algorithm. An argument for choosing this event rather than the specific time point of maximum distance from the probe can be found in Figure 5 . In this plot, two peaks are present before ejection. The first represents the nadir before ejection, and is the true cycle start. The second is the end of the isovolumic contraction (IVC). However, it is also evident that the displacement during IVC is negligible. In the first cycle, the maximum distance from the probe is the first peak, in the second cycle it is the second peak. Thus, the maximum distance event has inherent variation. In Figure 5 the marker with least distance to ECG cycle start is the first of the two latest occurring peaks before ejection. However, during development of the algorithm, a reliable solution for detecting this peak in noisy curves was not found. Thus, the latest occurring peak was chosen for best possible robustness. Thus, in this algorithm, there is a systematic delay equal to the length of IVC.
The described method is one of several possibilities for cardiac cycle detection. An obvious approach is to use an estimated displacement curve for both cycle length estimation and cycle start estimation. The drawback of this approach is that tracking is not always ideal. If the speckle tracker correctly follows the cardiac motion in parts of the recording while in other parts it fails, the resulting curve will not have a repeating pattern and SAD or correlation matching will be difficult. With the described intensity-based approach, the final estimate is based on the median of several estimates and thus there is an inherent robustness to some of the curves failing.
In the described cycle start algorithm, the speckle tracking, and thus displacement curve estimation, was performed at a location exterior the left part of the base of the model, as visible in Figure 4 . In the data sets used, this location corresponds to the basal septal wall in the 4CH view, the basal inferior wall in the 2CH view and the basal inferolateral wall in APLAX view. The algorithm must perform well on all the apical standard views. Using a location exterior to the left part of the model base is preferable to using a location at the right side or using both sides in both the 4CH view and the APLAX view. In the 4CH view, the septal wall is easier to track by speckle tracking as it has less lateral motion than the lateral wall. In the APLAX view, the aortic valve is present on the basal right side and could confuse tracking.
Instead of estimating displacement curves it is also possible to extract area curves from the described NURBS model. However, as the area of the model is also based on noisy measurements especially in the apical outer wall, area curves will probably be less robust than mitral annulus displacement curves by speckle tracking.
Limitations
Before processing on the validation sets, totally 68 of the 378 (18%) recordings (normal and pathology) were manually discarded Echocardiography without ECG due to ECG QRS detection inconsistency. The inconsistency typically consisted of cycle start estimates being located at different parts of the QRS complex in different cardiac cycles within the same recording. Such a minor inconsistency is not a problem for the cardiac cycle start and cycle length estimation in clinical use of the scanners. However, since ECG QRS detection was used for the reference method in this study, a manual selection process was needed in order to obtain higher quality reference values.
The actual correctness of the mitral annulus displacement curves generated by the method described in this paper has not yet been validated. Nevertheless, for the described use, accurate model segmentation of the LV and accurate mitral annulus motion estimates are not needed. It is sufficient that the resulting displacement curve shape is representative for LV motion.
In hypertrophy the longitudinal motion is reduced. In extreme cases, the longitudinal annulus displacement may be so reduced as to render the proposed method unreliable.
In LBBB, the effects on the motion pattern are variable, as shown in Figure 8 . In extreme cases, there will be a systematically paradoxical motion of parts of the mitral ring. In this case the identification of cycle start point may fail, although the cyclicity will be present, and sufficient to loop the stored cycle. The effect of pacing from the right ventricle would be expected to be similar.
The described algorithm was designed and tuned to be limited to heart rates typical for normal resting subjects (45 -90 bpm). Thus, it was not validated for heart rates outside of this range. This heart rate limitation is reasonable as hand-held ultrasound scanners will probably not be used for stress echo. However, i.e. in case of pathology like arrhythmias, the heart rate can exceed 90 bpm. In subjects with arrhythmias, the typical cyclic behaviour of the heart may not be present and this would probably confuse the described approach for detecting cycle lengths. In such situations it might be more practical to display and store a longer sequence covering more than one cardiac cycle. Storage of the total image buffer should be the default action when the cycle length algorithm is failing. In high heart rate cases, where the upper limit is exceeded, and where the patient is in sinusoidal rhythm, the failure mode is likely to be storage of multiple complete cardiac cycles. For storage and playback, this is not necessarily a problem. In case of heart rates lower than the supported range, the cycle length algorithm is likely to either fail and automatically discard the case, or to underestimate the cycle length.
The described algorithm was only tested for apical images. The model fitting and speckle tracking were also performed under the assumption that an apical view was used. However, for cycle length estimation, apical images are not assumed. If parasternal views should be supported for cycle start calculation, new tracking models and a view detector must be developed.
Potential use
The main benefit of the described algorithms is that image sequences recorded on hand-held scanners can be separated into cardiac cycles without using ECG. Cycle length estimation enables continuous looping of one cardiac cycle and also storage of one singe cardiac cycle. Without such algorithms, the entire image sequence present in scanner memory will be looped and stored. In addition to use on hand-held scanners, echocardiography without ECG might also be beneficial in special cases such as emergency scans or screening on larger scanners, as well as a back-up algorithm when ECG registration is poor or fails.
Summary
New methods for cardiac cycle length and cardiac cycle start estimation without ECG have been presented. The algorithms were validated against ECG on apical B-mode recordings. Cycle length estimation showed high feasibility and good agreement with ECGbased estimates. Cycle start estimation showed lower feasibility and larger differences to the corresponding ECG estimate. However, for many purposes, correct cycle length estimation is sufficient. The described method seems especially useful for handheld scanners, but can also be beneficial on larger scanners.
